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A LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

Today in the garden, I opened my page

And in walked the whole earth.

From a Bracken Fern to a eucalypt tree,

From a star-gazing flounder to an unwanted weed.

 

A seagull, a starfish, a girl by a river,

An island, a beach and a sweet quarter moon.

A bonfire blazing, a window through time,

A tree-sister singing, a plant reaching skyward.

 

All are a gentle and joyful reminder,

That Earth with her plenty, her diversity of life,

Is more intricate – more divine – than we will ever truly know.

And nature,

Peace,

Joy,

Connection,

Are always there, just waiting to be listened to,

And witnessed.

Welcome to the debut volume of Earthwords and Artlings: an annual anthology of creative works

by the Australian Earth Laws Alliance (AELA). Our names are Ally and Claudia, and we are

delighted to invite you inside the pages of ‘Voices of Nature’. 

When we first spoke with Michelle and James (our wonderful managing editors) about the

possibility of creating an anthology with AELA in November last year, we had no inkling of the

apocalyptic summer that was to follow. We had not yet walked through tear-soaked ash nor

choked on thick, smoke-filled air. Further, we knew of RONA only as an acronym for Rights of

Nature Australia, not Aussie slang for the deadly coronavirus. We did not yet understand the

longing one could feel for the more-than-human as we sat isolated in our homes dreaming of shady

parks, meandering streams and rocky gorges. 

The series of unprecedented events that have taken place over the last twelve months has revealed

a lot about the way in which human society relates to the natural world. In the face of isolation,

our interactions with nature have become more considered experiences - we have become more

attentive to the sublimity of our planet in ways we haven’t been afforded the time and space to be

before.
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We have been provided with a new vocabulary to explore and interrogate our interactions with the

more-than-human - one that is kind, sacred, emotive and poetic - a language of respect that

presents nature as something greater than a resource, asset or ecosystem service and allows us to

know nature in an intimate and intricate way. As such, we feel that now more than ever it is

necessary to provide a space to celebrate and reflect on our relationship with the natural world in a

way that is creative and imaginative.

Creativity has the ability to engage our sense of humanity, and instigate meaningful behaviour

change. Not only this, but narratives are inseparable to human experience – they act as a vital

sense-making tool for us and allow us to comprehend complex phenomena. They also facilitate the

sharing of wisdom, experiences and inspiration, all of which are incredibly important when it

comes to celebrating our bond with the natural world and imagining a sustainable future.

Research has also shown that engaging with literature and art allows human beings to understand

the thoughts, feelings and psychological states of other individuals. Something that’s been

beautiful to see through the theme of our debut anthology ‘Voices of Nature’, is that our

contributors have propelled our minds and hearts beyond just being able to understand the lives of

other people, but to also empathise with and imagine the experiences of the more-than-human. 

We have pieces written from the perspective of the ocean and the sky - written by flowers growing

wild and water running towards the sea. We have contemplative pieces, nostalgic pieces, reflective

pieces, and pieces that call us to action. Each has challenged us to expand our thinking beyond the

anthropocentric to better understand the value and meaning of life on earth. 

The sense of community that we felt when we first came across AELA last year has only

continued to grow with the creation of the anthology. Reading every single submission to

Earthwords and Artlings was such a loving reminder that out there, somewhere, are like-minded

people as in love with the earth as we are. Thank you again to everyone who submitted their work

to the anthology. We are so grateful. 

So, without further ado, we invite you to witness, observe and listen to the ‘Voices of Nature’. 

With love,

Ally and Claudia.
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Chidrenii Faery Flies

By Pingala Walsh
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BEYOND THE COMMON HOUR

By Gerard Traub

The forest is attentive to your presence

Alive upon each breath of wind

One vast collective of small 

And towering awakenings

All with their own senses.

Trees standing ever watchful

Waiting to feel you deeper

Come lose yourself

In the song of branches

A language spoken

Between every leaf

To lead you into their world

And inner sanctum

Where a communion 

Of silent hearts convene.

From a light 

That bears no flame

Whispers that call upon you

From inside yourself

To share even a brief moment

Under a fading sky

Beyond the common hour.



SKY PAINTING 

By Anonymous

If I could paint the skies

I would paint it with the links of my mind

I would paint it with cyans and magentas and limes

Reds and oranges and yellows

Blacks and greys and white

All sorts of colours

I would paint it with sorrow and happiness alike

I would paint it with the voice of my soul alight

I would paint the sky with my emptiness...

And the result

Would be the same night sky I see.

Stars shining bright

No hint of any other colour but

The midnight painted with white spots.

Galaxies invisible

Shooting stars veiled

The moon irrepressible

The stars afield

Their lights not powerful

But gentle on the eyes

Caressing the soul

Of the weary and tired.

If I could paint the skies...

And if only I could,

I would paint it all colours alike

With a thick paintbrush

Soaked in a water airy as can be...

But, that is,

If only.



By Renata Buziak

Umbi Umbi (Gumby Gumby), 2020, Biochrome Stills From Yimbali, Listening Is a Form of Healing

A Collaboration by Leah Barclay, Tanja Brüggemann, Renata Buziak and Vicki Kelleher, 

Created for Voices of Nature AELA’s National Exhibition 2020;

With Appreciation and Acknowledgements to Aunty Lynette Nixon and Saraeva Mitchell, Gunggari Country.
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THE MEDICINE IS DISAPPEARING

By Vicki Kelleher

Eyes close
As breath settles into 

A new timeline 
Rhythm

Everything slows

Eagle circling 
Looking down 
I am welcomed
My breath has 

Been heard

I reach out my hand 
Skin touches

Smooth slim cellulose 
Senses open and

Time deepens its vision
Before the medicine is

Disappearing 

Dusty breezes rustling
Across slender surfaces

Reaching roots reaching 
Out onto 

Other roots 
Undergrowth 

Tall thin bush branches
Dancing, resting, leaning 

Willow-like foliage

Slow growing 
Slender leaves 

Steeped 
In hot water
Breathing in 

I pause a moment 
In the gentle wake

Of its steam

Breathing out 
I listen as 
Softness 
Settles 

And the shimmer 
Begins all over.
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HOLD FAST TO DREAMS

By Anne Casey

How you astonish a mean world with your acts of kindness�

Repurposing our wreckage, to swallow an oil rig or a bicycle,

A ship, a sunken chest�your indiscriminate accretion

Of abundant goodness over manufactured ruin,

Inching forward to harbour a waterlogged rainforest:

Lustrous treasure unfolding so close to the sun-slick surface.

Born at the dawn of Ordovician

Time, how you embrace intricate multiplicities�

Tiny lavish-hearted conservationist, tireless labourer,

Magnanimous host: from such small quarter

To house, to home one quarter

Of Neptune's herds.

Each delicate tendril pressed

To service�to sculpt your hardy battlements

That bear the brunt of Poseidon's rage, warding off waves, 

How you shelter and sustain imperiled island domains.

Embattled, unsung, nocturnal bloomer�how you

Take your cue from the moon

To launch upon our sea of troubles 

A glimmering burst, a pulsing universe of glittering stars,

To whisper: shut your eyes and see�each one a freely-given gift,

Embryo of hope: if we dare

To dream.*
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*NOTES

1. One of nature's great conservationists, coral occupies less than 0.1% of the world's ocean area

while providing a home for at least 25% of all the earth's marine species. Under threat from human

activities facilitated by the erosion of environmental protection statutes, coral reefs provide essential

wave protection to island communities, and harbour vital fish stocks. Coral colonies are known as

'rainforests of the ocean'.

2. The title and italicised words are quotes: “Hold Fast to Dreams” (Langston Hughes), “astonish a

mean world with your acts of kindness” (Maya Angelou), “sea of troubles” (William Shakespeare)

and “shut your eyes and see” (James Joyce).

Amongst The Buttongrass 

By Tom Wolff
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FAVOURITE PLANTS AND REASONS





Tarkine Huon Dreaming

By Pingala Walsh
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UNFOLDING THE STORY OF US

By Samuel Wearne

Modernity

Here I sit, in the mainframe of Mother Nature. I’m pulling at plugs and wires, testing and

guessing at random like a panicked, crazed zealot. 

The critical errors back up, and whole wings of connected storage are obliterated. Lost in my

delusion, I cannot pull away. I’m convinced one day I'll crack it - the mysteries of the system,

the power to be God. 

Now the cooling system is breaking down. I can feel the sweat rolling down my brow, soaking

my fingers, stinging my eyes. New connections in the mainframe begin forging under the

growing intensity of change being forced through its airways, oceans, roots and rivers. The

changes reach out to me, and into me, in ways that hurt and tear. 

And still, I persist. Hopeful to find some small insight to celebrate; a last ditch effort to justify an

adolescent imagination that consequences don't apply to me.

Dreams and Neoliberalism

As the heat continues rising, my consciousness slips away. For decades, my reality is a

hypothetical, imaginary landscape. The dream has the comfort of repetition. It is what gets me

through each day, delaying the inevitable realisation of my folly and misdemeanour. 

Each dream-day starts with imagining the first thing to touch my skin: a cheap, rough-spun

product from an autonomous social machine that’s fed by many smiling faces. The first food I

eat is made from the essence of places that I'll never see and dissected cultures now lost to my

understanding. I comfort myself in a breakfast of manufactured simplicity of something once

more complex. 

For hours upon hours, I simply wander through this dream world, dazed by the fog of lost

connections - I can’t see where I am, who I am, or what my hands are doing...What is my work

exactly? 

Still, I know my hands are busy. Pulling wires, twisting knobs, smashing systems. I’m locked

within my head while my body continues pulling apart the mainframe.  
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Awakening to Reality

A young girl. Millions of people marching. A beach. A bird. A story. A song. Pain. 

It's hard to say what woke me, but the rush of new perspective was visceral. Old connections

fused together, ways of thinking long neglected kicked into gear, and a dance of familiarity and

clarity emerged in multiple dimensions simultaneously. Molecules through to cultures

repositioned themselves within the world around me. 

As colour poured into my perspective, the connections that were always there became as visible

as my meddling. I was, I’d rediscovered, an inseparable part of Mother Nature. 

With remarkable clarity and detail, I glimpsed my full entangled context. It was clear that the

mainframe that I was dismantling were the organs of my chest; the biota of my body. I, mere

human, was just one connected branch of Earth's complex, dependent network. Life was one and

many, and millions of years in the making. This new full world was beckoning, with work to be

revised.

A Biophilic Repositioning

As more of us awoke, the social reality that emerged was no utopian cliché. Humans still argued,

fought and hated. We still had different views and theories. But we’d learnt the need for a

baseline of respect, a deeper concept of what it meant to be alive and share a rejuvenated

commitment to govern with concern for time, space and species. There was no turning back on

the knowledge that the first Enlightenment had brought us through Modernity. Instead, we

learned and we moved forward. The first Enlightenment spawned separation, the second,

reconnection.

Slowly, fundamental principles formed and changed our way of thinking: patterns, scales and

complexity were no longer seen as threats and problems to be solved, but questions to be lived,

and systems to be creatively, physically and intellectually explored. Change was seen as normal.

We had to learn to appreciate the small things, to love the questions, and to accept what we

cannot know.

As we awoke to our own biology, cognitive science gave us new awareness and perspective on

the damaging cultures of consumption and disconnection in our past. Inspired to change, we

created songs, architecture, industries and art that grew our identities toward the nature of

specific regions and places, reinforcing pools of socio-ecological diversity to inspire, explore and

learn from.
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Deeper understandings of complex socio-ecological systems where we lived complemented,

rather than diminished, global dialogues and understandings. Bio-cultural diversity moved from

being a measure of global destruction to an ambition of great creation and connection.  

The road of change was bumpy - charismatic leaders mislead many and forces of great resistance

flattened moments of potential progress. But the strong, relentless shift was tidal. It was both

within us and between us. We had seen Mother Nature once more, and re-seen ourselves in the

process. 

The Anthropocene of the Future

A century past its inception, “the Anthropocene” has long retained its relevance. Initially coined

as a measure of our reckless planet-level destruction, “the Anthropocene” has since come to

stand for the positives from humanity’s planetary awakening. It reminds us to be humble in our

existence on Earth and conscious of the responsibilities inherent in the knowledge we have

gained through science. With roots in a measure of reckless destruction, the meaning of “the

Anthropocene” now evokes a rousing reminder of our increasingly inter-planetary civilisation

and our ethical duty to life. Our society today is governed with the realisation that our deepest

duty is to the universe, and our primary job to steward and foster a flourishing of life in all its

diversity, over space and time. 

Eucalyptus Dawn

By Pingala Walsh
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RARE EARTH CURE*





SEVEN MILES OF GRATITUDE 

By Helena Pastor

Seven Mile Beach, NSW, 1970
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SEVEN MILES OF GRATITUDE

By Helena Pastor

My father’s soul is on this beach

His ashes in the sea

My brothers think the seagulls 

Are his spirit, flying free.

I walk along the shoreline

Waves lapping at my feet

Seven miles of gratitude

For all that came to be.

My sister walks beside me

Silver bangles and bikini

She’s spent the year in India 

Transforming her beliefs. 

We walk along the shoreline

Waves lapping at our feet

Seven miles of gratitude

For all that came to be.

Our mother, almost ninety 

Has reached a place of peace 

Still longing for her life-mate 

Their footprints on this beach.

They walked along the shoreline

Waves lapping at their feet

Seven miles of gratitude

For all that came to be. 

My lover comes to join me

Swim naked in the sea

Then gather shells and seaweed 

To leave at the teepee.

We walk along the shoreline

Waves lapping at our feet

Seven miles of gratitude

For all that came to be. 
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HEMLOCK AND ELDER

SILENT : LISTEN



SONG!

By Vivienne Glance

Tongue darts into the petals’ delicious 

Crevices, then nectar smeared

Retreats; a perfect fit, this flower and beak

A pairing as ancient as coal

That Carboniferous time of rotting plants,

Compressed under eons of patient time 

And swampy heat: a presence that haunts.

From ancestral reptilian clicks and grunts

Sounds are learned and honed to become 

The melodies of today. Fill feathered breasts with breath, 

Part beaks, so notes populate intangible air!

Amongst broken branches and dust 

Clouds choke flowers as the hole in the earth 

Grows deeper, coal comes to the surface

Ancient sunlight captured on earth, burns

But song cannot make it rise and fall, song

Cannot sing the rains return, the trees to grow,

Insects to glint in the reflections of lakes.

Sing! It’s how to become… 

Song raises and lowers the sun, moves stars

Warns of teeth, beaks, claws, 

Brings together all life forms.

Time is meaningless; its relentless progress

Is felt, not known. So much has been endured;

The slipping away of inland seas, rise and fall

Of landscapes, relentless weathering of rocks,

And songs lining in the earth. Voices in the eternal air

Sing across valley rifts, float through branches,

Slip over dense shadows and swooning grasses.
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Sing! It’s how to become…

Bones travel land and time

Voices soar through sinews 

Until that day when fire took away. 

Young ones, feeble and naked are gone. 

Here, there’s no sound, no song

In this blackened mess, twisted, charred

Until soft, soft rains begin again; 

Shoots of renewal recompose green notes 

As song pulls vitality forward to 

Inhabit place; brings into being new lives. 

Song! This continuous link to the deep recess

Of past, present and yet to be;

Fill each feathered breast with breath, 

Part beak and flower these songs!

Patterns of Renewal

By Claudia Pilon-Summons
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Having a Chat

By Tom Wolff
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THE BIOREGION

By Samuel Wearne

Here I lie patiently, waiting. I’m the home that my troublesome children are yet to recognise they

belong to. They throw open the windows, drag in the mud and recklessly run amok. They’ll calm

down soon, I’m sure.

I am old. My form has been carved through millions of years of geological dance and water art.

The sway of ancient rivers is traced in the patterns and colours of sandstone that folds majestically

across my landscapes. A history of slow and twisting ascent presents itself in my assertive slabs of

mountains. Pimples of basalt lie dotted across my landscapes, recalling moments of violent

eruption. The carving hands of water have edged out dramatic cliffs and gorges, whilst deep

estuaries and floodplains recall a surge of former seas. I’ve seen it all. Biology has come and gone,

but like the hair on one’s skin, we’ve always grown together. An indistinguishable, intertwined

evolution between earth, sky and life. 

My geological form is the foundation of my difference, an omnipotent canvas influencing the

ecosystems and habitats that have emerged across my body. Dynamic conversations of rocks,

water, vegetation and biota, carried on through millennia, have led to countless pockets of

surprises, as well as a shared identity. Unique habitats and communities now adorn my nooks,

crannies, bush, scrub and waterways. My deep structures have moved and turned so massively that

we’ve shaped our own climatic forces. Along my Western spine, the Great Escarpment forces

clouds and convection skyward, sending rain into my crevices and rivers, feeding my

communities, and reinforcing the essence of my being. Beyond my reach, my sisters and brothers

of the inland stretch North and West, while southward, old mountains rise, creeping toward clouds.

East lies the great ocean, with whom I’ve traded for so long. My place is long affirmed and my

deep patterns run with certainty close to fate. It is on the surface where there’s trouble - it’s never

changed at the rate it is now.

The humans are one of my many components. They’ve been part of me a long time. Recently, the

nature of these children changed, upending a deep understanding we once held with one another.

The new approach in them holds the hallmarks of adolescent folly; short-term excesses and

displays of strength without wisdom. These industrial humans, they frolic in my wonders, digging,

exploring, reshaping. Their approach is one of struggle, despite seeing the futility of forced

change. With their heads pointed in single directions, they’ve fought against my movements and

the patterns that distinguish me, and they’ve ignored the impacts that they’ve created for both

themselves and my broad community of life. 
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Fortunately, I can see that these children are finally growing up. They’re now starting to turn their

heads, learn their lessons, and soon, I’m certain, they’ll rediscover their relationship with me too. 

As my friends amongst them know, to be on me is to be part of me. And as they explore my

wonders and the bellies of my ecology fill their eyes and bodies, they’ll dig deeper into their

history and they’ll come to see me again. They’ll realise that I’m not just a set of parts which they

claim to own, use and transform. I’m the connection within and between them - their identity,

community and the context of their life on Earth. Getting to know me, the bioregion that they

inhabit, they’ll locate themselves more thoroughly. It’s through me, I hope, that they’ll gain access

to deeper meaning and scales of understanding, finally linking their lived experience and emotion

with their insights into the Earth-wide systems and secrets of my soils, rocks, waters and lifeforms.

They’re good kids, after all.

My children are soon to settle, and we’ll come to manage their behaviour more appropriately.

We’ll re-root them in the rules of this home. As always, it is just a matter of time. 

Evening Reflections

By Claudia Pilon-Summons



THE ISLAND GIRLS

By Doria Katos

They lie on the horizon,

Some facing, others turned,

Evenly spaced

Like a divine hand

Had considered composition.

Their contoured figures

Become all the clearer,

As the gloom evaporates

And the sky cracks open,

At the wake of their beaming mother.

Her rays butter surfaces

And all surrounding souls,

Uncovering the wealth

So tightly tucked beneath,

The paved ocean surface

Of glistening diamond jewels.

The depths of its secrets

Are forgotten, for a moment,

As she holds us,

Tightly, gently,

Pushing out a smile

And closing our eyes to the world.

We smell the salt

As its perfume sprays us,

And the tumbling of the waves

Follow,

Like an eager companion.

The girls rest still,

Poised and waiting,

For the command of darkness

To edge them back to sleep.

And as we glide across the concrete

Their silhouettes begin to shrink and fade,

Leaving just the stillness,

The peacefulness,

Of the air

That clings to our core.



STARFISH MAPPING

By Barnaby Smith

For swelling forms off a harbour town                                                Better get rescuing 

The cut-up technique                                                                            For a tussle here & 

There in cities fish swim                                                                            In false collage

Between sideways glances                                                                       In deep archives

Tonight sperm motility or streaming                                           Holds promises like eels 

Kinetic authors withholding                                                                   Weary vibrations

Of underwater cables                                                                          Or cold delusion of

A four-minute warning for                                                                      Things emerging 

From the sea                                                                                   To devour other things

On the pavement                                                                                             Leaving our

Fingers smudged with glowing                                                         Sound: good to you? 
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Yggdrasil

By Pingala Walsh
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I AM FLOWER



I AM WATER



FROM THE GROUND SHE DID ARISE

By Carol Nicholls

From the ground she did arise,
Her skin white,

Clothed in mere patches
Of the last spring’s shed bark.

Her arms, lithe and sturdy,
Far above swayed in a dance of joy.

The cool breezes of September
Swept her crown,

Swung her passengers
On the circular winds of time.

All around her
Kin take up the dance,

Leaves connecting in waves of sound
Cheer and chatter through the gathered hills.

Swirling,
Clear waters singing their way home.

Stones and roots, rocks and fells,
The air,

Cool blue,
Fills the space between

With sweetness.

High on her hip,
Koala mother and child,

Hunched in sleeping bliss,
Rocked and protected
By her ageless might.

Below her,
The earth cooled and nurtured, 

Her power grasping hillside and stream,
Calling back into her past and future.

Connected to the trees,
Her forest

Her ancestors, millions of years of her heritage,
Her seeds flying into the future

To land,
To survive who knows where?

Moment by moment,
Dancing

Among sacred creatures
To watch over,

Her self a village. Her milky white arms lifted in praise, 
Her dawn dance, 

An offering to grace.
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THE UNWANTED

By Kate Wall 

I grew. In the worst of soils, the most barren of places. I did it, I grew! The ground here is so hard,

so bare and so hot. But I did it, I grew here. I have strong roots. I’m strong enough to push my

roots down into the hard, hard soil. No one wanted me to grow here, no one planted me. But they

did bring me here. My seed was caught on their shoe. People wanted grass, but grass can’t grow

here. The soil needs to be made nice for grass. A little bit of grass tried to grow beside me. It grew

a little, but it couldn’t get its roots deep like I can. Drought came and the grass died.

I didn’t die, I grew! There is no rain, but I am still growing. My roots are now deep in the soil.

There is still moisture down there, but only plants like me with strong roots can get down to get it.

Even the worms can’t get down this deep in such hard soil. Not unless I make a passage for them

with my roots.

I lay low. I keep my leaves close to the ground. My leaves are tough enough to handle the hot sun.

There is shade under my leaves to cool the soil. This helps other plants to grow near me. I like the

company. 

I have lots of company. Lizards and beetles hide under my leaves.

Kids run past me, they notice me. The grownups won’t let the kids play here near me. They want

the kids to play on the grass, but the grass is all brown and crispy now and the kids don’t like

playing on it anymore.

I’m still green, and so are my friends. We are all still growing here, but the kids aren’t allowed to

play here. It’s too wild apparently. There might be snakes. Or prickles, or bees.

I flower. I have lots of bunches of purple flowers at the end of my branches. The early morning

sun shines on me and my purple flowers are there to meet the day. People come past walking dogs.

The dogs sniff at us and disturb the bees. 

Ahhh, the bees. Listen. Can you hear their happy buzzing?

I’m living here. I’m growing strong. I’m flowering. Masses of purple. All around me are more

plants. Wonderful wild plants, all growing together. There are cobbler’s pegs, prickly poppies,

vervain, coarse mullien, guinea grass, mallows, fleabane, prickly lettuce, blackberry nightshade,

Rhodes grass, sida retusa, wild barley, wild radishes and of course there are lots like me – wild

heliotrope. Wild and free. No one comes here, we are free, even though there are houses all

around.
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There are a lot of wild heliotrope plants here, and we are all dark green and flowering our little

purple heads off. All in the middle of drought. No rain, just lots of hot bright sunshine. We fill this

abandoned patch with a sea of glorious purple flowers. There are no flowers on the trees in the

park, or in the gardens of the houses nearby. But in our patch, we are all wild and flowering like

crazy. And we are all unwanted.

There is a park nearby. This is where the people want to go. They want their kids to play there and

their dogs to run there. There. Not here. It’s too wild here. And there are bees here. There are no

bees in the park. There is no green in the park, or purple. Just brown. Hot and brown.

There are even trees here. But no one knows they are here. They are still tiny, for now. They will

grow because I grow, because we all grow here. The unwanted.

All of us are unwanted, unnoticed. Well most of the time we are unnoticed, even when I am

flowering. Come and visit early in the day and you can listen to the music of tiny wings. The tiny

wings of bees in all shapes and sizes. But not just bees. There are hoverflies, lady bugs, moths,

butterflies, tiny wasps, flies. Maybe I shouldn’t say flies. No one likes flies. We do. We like flies.

They are just as good at pollinating our flowers as the bees and butterflies although they tickle a

little more. But we are all here. Quietly getting on with being fabulous, even if no one notices.

Maybe when those tiny trees start to get bigger, they will notice us all and say, “Look at that pretty

patch of nature.” Maybe then they will be happy that we helped to make that happen. Those trees

could not grow here if we didn’t put our roots down deep into this hard soil first. We are not

garden plants, but we create wild gardens where nothing else will grow, and in doing so, we heal

the damaged soil.

It's good to be unnoticed. That way we can get on with just living. Just growing, and flowering and

living.

Occasionally someone notices. But do they stop and admire our flowers? Do they stop and listen

to the hum of the bees? Do they come and harvest wild medicine? No. They see a mess. A mess

without purpose. Then someone will come with a huge mower and cut us down. This kills the little

trees. The rest of us will grow back. We are tough. And we have flung our seeds all over the patch

so more of us can grow here. But not the little trees. There will be more little trees. But they won’t

get to grow either. Before they are big enough to be appreciated, they will be mown down too.

We know that we can only live here until someone decides we have to go. We are too messy for

the world around us. One day this soil we are slowly nourishing will be concreted over. Houses or

shops or car parks will be built here.
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We have no value here. Not to people. To the bees we feed until they become flying balls of

pollen, we have value. To the birds that feed on the insects that feed on us, we have value. To the

lizards hiding under the shade of our leaves, we have value. To the worms who follow our roots

deep into the soil, we have value. But not to the people. They have no idea how many different

insects live here. Like us, insects are unwanted.

We are weeds. All of us. Except the little trees, they are not weeds. And it is the people who

brought us here. We can grow here because they brought our seeds on their shoes. We grow

because they have damaged the soil so much, it is only us who can grow. Nothing else can tolerate

the damage they have done. Nothing but weeds can grow where people have trampled. We don’t

mind. Soil repair is our gift to the world. We follow the footsteps of people and work slowly and

truly to fix what they have broken – the soil.

But people don’t see all of that. They don’t take the time to watch my purple flowers glowing in

the late afternoon sun. They see mess and they want the mess made neat. So we get mown down,

or concreted over.

We are the weeds. The unwanted. 

We are plants, like any other. Except that we are unwanted.

And I don’t mind being unwanted by people. I get to grow anywhere that suits me. I can still turn

my beautiful purple flowers to the sun. One day, their concrete will crack, and my seed will grow

in that crack. I will grow and flower in that crack. My purple flowers will feed bees. Wherever I

grow, I will always be wanted by bees.

Eucalyptus Dusk

By Pingala Walsh
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SUNSHINE COVE

Yuin Country, South Coast NSW 

By Simone King

Its age is written

Everywhere – on cliffs spilling lime 

And ochre as they tumble towards sea,  

On towering spotted gums, 

With skins all moon and mauve.

It’s one of the last coves on this coast

Where trees, shrubs, rocks 

Outnumber houses.

Breaking with the city (its pile driving,

Its hurried humans), I’ve spent a day

Under sun, watching, from its fiery rise 

Over water to its zenith and plunge. A short 

Lifetime with its own neat rhythm.  

On this silver afternoon, wind combs 

Casuarina needles, carrying song 

Tree to tree, headland to headland. 

Sea eagles hug curve of coast 

In arcs, dipping and rising to lift  

Fragments of ocean to sky. 

The moon slings back to horizon 

And creatures who live half-covered

Are laid bare: Neptune’s pearls in thick cords

And flat black crabs reflecting the sky. 

As the day completes, a call rattles 

The air. 

I listen. 
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A VILLAGE

By Munira Tabassum Ahmed

Tonight the world turns over.

Brown girl sits at the river where she was raised;

Every stone-skippin’-sticky-date-sweet-South-Asian summer 

Has come to a close. Even so, she’ll still come back.

Here, she can’t feel the passage of time, and that 

Is the most holy thing. 

The sun rises in the east and sets in the west,

But she’s facing north this afternoon. Brown girl knows

It took a village to raise her. Mother, mother’s mother, 

And aunty cooked in that kitchen. Her stomach melts into 

The water; ask how many times it’s been colonised. 

They know this land better than her, but she’ll get there soon;

Watching a baya weaver pull a thread of wild grass through his nest. 

He calls out: chit-chit-chit-chee. Grandmother told her that 

They stick fireflies to the walls of their nests, lighting up their homes 

Past nightfall. Man copied this when he stole fire. 

Listen to the women of this land. Listen to this weaver. 

Brown girl cups her ear to the ground. Blood was spilled here. 

She knows that this place is ancestral, this body is ancestral.

Weaver holds his ancestry in dried grass; his nest, his home. She looks

Back at her stomach, her kitchen, her bed, her country. A village calls out. 

Tonight the world turns over.
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SEPARATED GRAINS

By Sharmila Nezovic

Urban environments reflect psychological states inherent within an era. I deliberately

experiment with random, found designs from my built surrounds - the colours, rhythms and

textures juxtaposed - sometimes abutting nature, though often simply absorbing it. Echoing

the grit, the noise, the hard edges. 

What voice does Nature have when it is obliterated? Discovering surprising elegance as well

as exploring the decay. Affected by both the beauty and the trauma.
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PLANTED

By Peter Knight

Although I stand, I also lie in wait 

And gather in what I can.

At times I collect too little 

Or too much or too late.

Or that which I catch escapes,

Grounded and exposed, as I am,  

To a stationary fate.

My trunk braces 

My outward, upward extensions

That support my leaf-clad extremities.

Below me, a network of roots and fibres 

Spreads through dirt seeking sustenance 

And anchors me when disturbed.

Fixed, I cannot uproot to save myself

From imminent harm or death,

Although I can bend with force.

With greater force 

I can be broken

Or terminally displaced,

Being the inherent risk 

Of my commitment to just one place.

When light penetrates leaves 

And rain drains down,

And nourishment is drawn 

From beneath,

All three meet and fuse 

And spark that green current

Sufficient to maintain my claim

To stand longer in this space,

And, with some life-renewing effort,

For me to push out 

Some modest indicator 

Of budding growth.
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Interconnected

By Nadine Schmoll



LITTLE SEAL

By Helen Budge

I saw you this morning,

Fifty metres out,

Gliding under the surface

Just where I swim,

Summer and autumn.

I stopped.

Sure enough, up you popped

With that ‘Here I am!’ stance

Audiences love.

I waited, you dipped,

Slipped under, disappeared.

You showed again,

Much closer this time,

Two waves from shore.

Excited now, I expected you

To ride in

On the next wave,

But no, little furry showman,

You tricked me!

You surfaced

Seventy metres out.

I dreamed of what

I didn’t see,

That submerged journey 

To the deep,

And wondered what

Unseen force,

Rising from the depths,

Propels us on

A different course far

From the seeming safety

Of the shore.

Little seal,

Does your instinct tell you

That if our safety is within,

The most fearsome depths

Can be explored?

Little seal, ah . . . if

You could tell us

What you know.
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ANCIENT BEAUTY 

By Tracie Lark

By Moonlight’s ear

By Ocean’s eye

By Sunshine’s dust

We sleep on primeval ground taking solace in camp tonight.

Ancient Beauty, sublime, gowned in twilight

Stars are kissed by her cod lips, fashioned when red earth oozed like lipstick

In a hot rush, lavish gush, a wrinkled crater, snoring gaper;

By Morning’s light we awake to her heaving breasts

Undressed of blue silhouette 

See stump scars have bruised her flesh.

Logs shift swiftly - black tar conveyor belt - rogues snap rubber - white lines dash - 

As Nature is driven mad by man.

Ancient Beauty wakes, shakes, fells man from her flesh

Bellows, a howling hot mess, a cleanse, mud mask finish

A reminder to not forget. 

By Moonlight’s ear

By Ocean’s eye

By Sunshine’s dust

We sleep on primeval ground feeling Ancient Beauty’s lips 

Breathing down our necks.
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Black Prince

By Pingala Walsh
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CHOOSE YOUR INSTRUMENT



FLOUNDER

LEAKAGE



THE WINDOW

By Sandra Pearce

“There’s a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in”. - Leonard Cohen

I stand at the window and see a younger me,

Tending the garden, or the start of one, 

Digging into the soil, nurturing each plant 

As she lowers them into the ground.  

She is alone but connected

To the earth she is working, a sense of calm, 

Stillness, a promise, a smile.

Her clothing doesn’t suit her, its cheap and ill-fitting.  

The hat is from another era, but strangely familiar.

I notice that the window has a long crack,

The image of myself fractures.

As Cohen says “that’s how the light gets in”.

Once more I’m standing at the window, but now I see

My wrinkles framed by a forest of blooms and caroling magpies,

The sun warm on my face as my partner calls me for lunch.

Beauty From Beneath

By Pingala Walsh
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SHELTER ME AND I WILL SHELTER YOU 

By Ally Moulis

At the end of the long and winding driveway flanked by Lily of the Nile flowers stands a grand

house; admittedly far too large for the two bodies that inhabit it. The home is single-storey but

expansive: its bedrooms big enough to dance in; its curtains thick enough to confuse morning with

the dead of night. See now the wide building, the acre of green lawn before it, the surrounding

rainforest: tall trees with palm-like leaves and round trunks. See the donkeys in the paddock at the

top of the hill, the rope swing hung from the sturdy branch; hear the German Shepherds barking

and the goats bleating in response; a dialogue of animal curiosity and defence: “You are a strange

dog!” “You are a strange goat!”.

Down the garden path, beside the house and past the clothesline, a child is being guided through

the water of a chlorine pool by the hands of a Grandmother. See now the care that is taken to move

the tiny body around the liquid space; see the joy in the woman’s eyes as she watches the small

form float and gurgle. Sitting on the edge with his feet in the blue is the Grandfather who takes

note of every detail: the scent of hot pavement and wet skin, the motion of the Grandmother as she

shifts her weight to propel the child, the distant call of a kookaburra, the panicked shuffle of the

dogs as they stand guard, attentive to signs of drowning. 

Watch now as the child spots a black shape on the floor of the pool; squeals with delight at the

presence of a fish. See the Grandfather leap to his feet, sensing an opportunity for magic, for the

suspension of disbelief, for poetry. Net in hand, he scoops the thing from the depths, all the while

exclaiming; “What is it? What could it be?” (The Grandmother mirrors the spectacle: wide eyes,

open mouth.) The fish flaps, wiggles, squirms, the child claps, the pair hoot and laugh. Partake in

the madness: nothing but an old leaf, wet and shiny. 

An hour later, the child (now dry but for locks of damp hair) sits propped on the hip of the

Grandmother as they explore the garden; an inquisitive couple, learned and learning. Pointed

finger: “Kangaroo paw.” Step to the right: “Waratah.” Pivot: “Lemon tree.” The child, almost

impossibly: “Gardenia!” Tears in the Grandmother’s eyes. Later, the sound of violins: Rhapsody

in Blue played in the crimson-coloured room filled with layers of books.

See the wonder, the beauty of it all. See nature and infant in a promise of protection: shelter me,

and I will shelter you. Feel the heat of an unknown future pushing at the wire fence, disturbing the

grazing of the foals and browning the grass. Pray it does not touch this perfect scene: child shaded

by leaf and comforted by maternal embrace. Lack of ownership, innocence in vulnerability, silent

worship, tangible praise: each heart its own, and yet, unified.
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I AM A TREESISTER

By Ursula Dutkiewicz

Holding the tree as she breathes with me

Strong grounded; completely free

Waving her branches, happy in the breeze 

I am drawn by her presence and beauty to be

I listen to the rustle of your leaves.

Bees humming like a distant drumming

Flowering glory tells an ancient story

Your roots go deep through the layers of time

What would life be without a tree.

You drink, you live, you grow, you bleed.

What is life worth without a tree.

I see your treasure as a golden hue 

I tell you I love you and all you do

I vow to do more to help your kind

Becoming a Restorer for the rest of time 

What would life be without a tree.

You drink, you live, you grow, you bleed.

What is life worth without a tree?

What is life worth without a tree!
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I Am A TreeSister

By Ursula Dutkiewicz
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